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The subject of this paper is a review of 
superc:onduct,ing cavities for accelerator 
app) i cati on wi th special emphasis to f3 = 1 
structures. The layout of a typical accelerating unit 
is described and important parameters are discussed. 
Recent, cayi t~' measurements and storage ring beam tests 
are reported and the present state of the art is 
summarized. 

About twenty years ago deveJopement work started to 
liSP superconducU ng cavi ties for accelerator 
al,pl i cation. Superconducting ca\'i ties promise to 
l'"ach high field gradients. In the case of Niobium 
val ues around E (acc) = 50 ~1V /m (for f3 = 1 
structures) can be expected as a t,hermodynamical 
limit. Superconductine: cavities can be operated 
under conti nuous "ave conditions so that they are 
superiour to conventi Dna] normalconduct,ing cavities 
"herever CI< operlition is needed. In the first years 
lead "'as used as superconducting material. At 10'" 
fn'qllencies (f < 200 NHz) the enhanced loss of Pb as 
compared to Nb is tolarable so that electroplated 
I ead-',opppr cavi ti es st111 offer an al ternati ve 
solution in this frequency range. In most 
appl irations, ho"'ever, Niobium is used as favourite 
material. ]\,'iobium cnmpolmrls, for example Nb(3)Sn 
promise even superior values in respect to low 
los~,'~s and high field gradients but they still show 
nnly moderate fiel,l gradients. 

Early f3 = 1 cavities were plagued by multipacting 
phpnnmena lind quenches at welds or material defects. 
~JpaJ11<h i Le one point mll L tipact ing is eliminated b~' 
"phprical or eliptical cavity design. Improved 
tpchniques of flibrication \.;ere de\'eloped (rhombic 
rasteT' Heldill!2;, chemical ur electrochemical 
cJ"IUling, cJllsl free r'insing) and the Niobium 
IT'lJterial it,self could be fabricated in better 
'lila lil,\ and ",i th a (near ly) damage free surface 
f'inish. Hedllcinl'( t.he impurity content of 0, N, C 
,'i the!' dur i ng the sheel produc t i on or after the 
, m'i ty fal.l]'ication by heating together Hith getter 
,m, Lpt' i a ]gjva t ],\' improved the thermal conducti vi tv of 
\ hI" '-'iuhium (t~')lj"ally from J. = 10 \'/m/K to J.. =' IUD 
\'/m/I'). A higher thermal conrluct i vi tv al10Hs more 
hUlting (i.e. higher fields) at a det'ect until a 
1 hpl'mal 1·\lIlat.,a~· trigger:-> a C)uench. Tc>day Niobium 
':11litieo, (11 = 1) an, usuaJly limited by field 
Pllli"~,Jon. (,Ilench limitations beLoH Elacc) = 5 MV/m 
,~\ ill r,"""r l.\ll, they are ex""ptional due to 
InHtp1'1al. fahrication or hand] ing errors. 

F, ·f' 1\ " 1 "PI' I ication hp 1 ix resonators (HER) were 
If,,,,,,,] at fi rst hilt thp~' suffered from high 
,,"llsi t f\ : to' t,D mechaniclil vibrations. This problem 
"a" "t tile}, be a modified mechanical layout and by 
th., <Ii ffpl'pnt dpsig;n of a split loop r~sonator ' 
(SLH). ICf'{'f'fllly quarter \-Iaye resonators (Ql'iR) have 
hpPll • Ie'le I "Jk'd, They have a good mechanical 
~,Lal)ll it,\' and a relati\'ely broad velocity 
'" .",'eptallce. The 1m.; ope rat ing frequenc~' around 100 
'ilL '~llu\,,, j,f) uSe' ell-Ph instead of Nb as 

superconducting material. The enhanced loss of Pb is 
counterargued (amongst others) by lower fabrication 
cost so that the material decision is governed by 
available fabrication techniques or existing 
laboratory infrastructure. On-line gradients of 
E (ace) around 3 NY /m have been demonstrated for Nb 
as well as for Cu-Pb resonators. It seems as if 
considerable higher values of E(acc) are attainable 
more easily with ~b resonators although improvements 
in Pb-plating techniques might change this 
situation. 

Work "ith superconducting cavities is done at many 
places in the framework of planned, approved or 
operating accelerator projects. A recent compendium of 
all this work can be found in the proceedings of the 
thi I'd Horkshop of superconduct ing cavities [11. 
Funciamentals of superconducting cavities are 
expla ined and 1 i ter'ature references can be found in 
[2]. 

III I~ow f3 Structures 

Three dj fferent types of 10'" f3 st,ructures are 
scetched in Fig. l. They have been developed at 
different laboratories and they are in use in 
operating heavy ion linacs. In tabel 1 the operating 
Lillacs are] isted. Operating eX"p8rience 

a,.-----; 'K) c m b. 1-, __ ---<I 10 em 

~~ 
+ .. 

I I 

~~J~, 
Fig. 1: Typjcal 10H f3 accelerating structures 

1'0 " 100 MHz (a, quarter wave resonilt.or Q\~R; 
b, helix resonator HER Hith improved mechanical 
stability; c, split loop resonator SUi) 
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Arftunne 

eEt-: 

Florida 
St,. fYni \'. 

St. Brook 

\o.'ash. Un. 

Tab I: 

resonator operating 
type 1'0 I MHz I material Slnce 

45 SUI ~711,16 Nb 19B5 

48 HER 81/135 Nb 19B7 

It: SUI 146 Nb 1987 

'1O SUI 150 eu/Pb 1983 

36 QWR 150 eu/Pb 1987 

Operating 11nacs wH,h 101-, 13 structures 
ISLR: spliL loop resonator, HER: helix 
rpsonator. QWR: quarter wave resonator) 

exceeding 40 000 hours have been collected at 
,\rgonne and Stony Brook and no basic failures have 
been reported. The on-line gradients around 3 MV/m 
might detedorate after prolonged operation without 
maintenance but can be recovered by standard high 
field conditioning. At f\rgonne the quarter wave 
resonator has been modified for special use in very 
10"; 13 region ("interdigital line"). Detailed 
information is given in another contribution to this 
conference [3 J • 

I\i The~rconducting RF-Module (~ 

Standing wave structures (13 = 1) are developed 
for linear or storage ring application at different 
places: CEBAF, CERN, CORNELL, Darmstadt/Wuppertal, 
DESY, HEPL, KEK and SACLAY. The cavity itself is one 
important part of the complex accelerating system. 
The other subsystems like cryostat, cryogenics, 
coupler and tuner have to be developed, too, for an 
operating module. In the following the complete 
module with all subsyste~s will be discussed. Fig. 2 
shows the cross section of a typical module layout. 
Here two cavities are hOUsed in one cryostat. Each 
cavity has its own high power input coupler and 
several higher order mode couplers are located at 
the beam pipe. Tuning is done by lengthening the 
whole cavity. Cavity and coupler are cooled in a 
bath of LHe. 

Cavity Design 

Rounded design is generally adopted to avoid 
one point multipacting. A weak barrier of two side 
multipacting at the equator still occurs but can be 
processed easily [4]. In contrast to normal-

('()lldll('l,jll):.( cavities superconducting resonators are 
not optimized fOI' shunt impedance values. Here 
design crit(,l'ia arp: small values of surface field 
(~Ilhancempllt (E(ppak)/E(aoc) and H(peak)/E(acc)), 
field flatness of higher modes to allow beam pipe 
couplers and to avoid trapped modes. Frequencies 
from 150 Nflz to 8 GHz have been used. High 
accelerating gradients (E(aco) > 15 MV(m) could be 
d(-'mons t ra ted in sma II (i. e. high frequency) 
ravities. High voltage gain U(acc), however, is 
needed for linac or storage ring application which 
ha\'e been measured at lower frequencies. The choice of 
freque-mcy is governed by arguments 1 ike low transverse 
impceciances, non subatmospheric LHe system, low number 
of cells and high stored energy per metre (low 
frequencies) or easy handling because of small size, 
reduced material costs, small LHe volume (high 
frequenc iJes) or by gi ven requirements of the specific 
application. The number of cells per structure should 
be as high as possible in order to get a high filling 
factor. In contrast the number of cells should be small 
to get a strong damping of higher order modes by beam 
pipe couplers. Intensive higher order mode measurements 
and calculations show [5J that for a typical storage 
ring application the number of cells should not be 
higher than five. In the case of high beam current the 
maximum al101,;able window power sets another limit to 
the length of the structures and thus to the number of 
cells. 

The diameter of the beam pipe lS chosen to be as 
large as possible to propagate the higher frequencies 
to the location of the higher order mode couplers. A 
cut off frequency of the beam pipe below the higher 
order mode frequency of interest is not in all cases 
a sufficient condition for an energy propagation. In 
addi tion sufficient coupling between cavity and beam 
pipe fields is needed. As shown by measurements and 
calculations [6] there exist a few modes (above cut 
off), which show no coupling to the beam pipe. They 
only can be damped by couplers in the cells, so that 
the original idea of a single mode cavity [7] cannot 
be reali zed. 

2 Higher Order Mode Coupler Design 

Higher order mode couplers at the cavity cell have 
been abandoned because of the danger of multipacting. 
At the beam pipe different couplers have been 
successfully developed: coaxial type of couplers with 
one or two step fundamental filters [8, 9, 10] or 
waveguide couplers with natural fundamental cut off 
damping [11]. The couplers might be flanged or be 
welded to the cavity. The higher order modes of a 
superconducting cavity can be damped to quality factors 
equal or even smaller to those of a normal conducting 
copper cavity. 

Fig. 2: Cross section of the HERA superconducting RF module as an example for 
the complex layout ( 1: vacuum vessel, 2: radiation shield, 3: LHe
distribution, 4: safety line, 5: LHe- vessel, 6: Nb-cavity, 7: LHe, 
8: HOM- coupler, 9: tuning device) 
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Kith increased beam current the input window 
becomes a crucial part of the superconducting RF 
moduJ e. Fc)!' example at the HERA beam current of 60 rnA a 
500 ~IHz 4-cel 1 cavi ty at 4 NV 1m transfers 200 h"W RF 
pmJer. Under those conditions a restriction of the 
,,>indo,,' pOHer 1 imi t,s the achievable accelerating 
gradient. A break of the input window is considered to 
be the most likely and at the same time also the most 
dangerous accident because of irmnediate lJIe boil off. 
For high power coaxial input lines windows of disc
[12] or cylinder [13] design are used. Also double 
Hindows have bfeen bui lt [14). Sensi t i ve diagnostics 
interlock the klystron power. So far no severe 
,,'indo,,' accident has been reported but it is clear 
that for a large scale application of super-
conducting cavities the failure rate of windows 
experi eneed h'i th normal conducting cavities cannot 
be accepted. 

Eacc 

2,0 Eacc.o 

1.0 
Eacc,o 

1.0 
Fig. 3: Variation of accelerating voltage by 

changing beam current. The cavity is matched 
to the generator (no RF reflection) for a beam 
curn,nt 10 at E(acc) ,0. Fixed coupling and 
r iv;d forh'ard RF pOlver is assumed (SL: super
conduct ing ca\'i ty, NL: normalconducting cavity) 

In a superconducting cavity the coupling between 
generator and cavity strongly varies ,vi th beam current 
loading, Onl~' nearby matched condition all the offered 
generat.or po',;er is transferroo t,o the beam. 
Furt.hennore the achievable accelerating gradient 
decreases t,o /:ero for a beam current twice the 
matched value (see fig. 3) [15]. Therefore a 
\'ariable high power coupler is needed to operate a 
,oU}Jely'onductin,g c;'l\'i too in an economic way. 

Because of the danger of multi pacting tuning 
pi stons in a cay i t~' cell are not used. The resonance of 
the cavity is controlled by shortening or lengthening 
the ,;hole length I ike an accordi on. This is dore by a 
variety of driving systems: motors and gear boxes at 
crYO,E(enic or' :it room tpmperature, piezo-electric or 
maglwtostr-ictive or thermal expansion or hydraulic 
driver's. Thp t.uner has to full fill different 
['''qui rem(-'nt:~: to adjust: the correct frequency after 
,'001 r1ovm, t.o fo 1 lOl; any frequency swing during 
Dpec'at iOIl, to detune in case of a bad cavity and to 
(OClmpH(Sat.c for any rlf1h'anted frequency vibration. 
'\; '( 'ord i ng to di ffcl'f~nt. operating conditions only SlOH 
nr al.so fa,st t.uners are needed. Frequency (and phase) 
,iiit('J' dup to mechanical vibration carmot be eliminated 
h~~ :1 mC'('han i ('al tuner but needs a complex RF phase and 
wnpii\(Hjp ('ont.rol IH~l. 

HU['i zont,aJ Ll{p-bath cryost,ats are used for 
'H'('(~I,'rat()r app1icat~ion. fhffprent techniques are 

applied to close the inner lJIe-vessel: Indium ,Joints, 
brase<.i or h'e IdRd connect ions. Thp. standby lOSSt~S rangp. 
from 3 Wlm to 6 W/m. These numbers are high as compared 
to t~~ically 0.5 Wlm for superconducting magnets. 

Considerable safet,y problems exist at DESY and h.'EK 
applying the rules of the high pressure vessel index. 
The lack of mechanical data of Niobium at cryogenic 
temperatures is not only a problem of "legal safety'. 
These data are a need for cryostat engineering under 
safety aspects ("real safety") and more attention has 
to be paid to this field. FolloHing safety arguments 
the large volume of lJIe of several hundred liters per 
metre can be; reduced by shaping the helium vessel or by 
using displacement, bodies. 

Superconducting magnets can withstand pressure up to 15 
bar because of their tubular construction. Super
conducting cavities might collapse above 3 bar. This 
results in big vent-lines and 10"1 pressure safety 
valves. One Hay out of these problems is the consequent 
app1 ication of pipe cool ing t,o superconducting 
cavities. This cooling technique also simplifies the 
LHe distribution system and decouples the cavity from 
pressure variations in the LHe room. 

At CERN an easy dismmmtable vacuum shell has been 
developed [17). This construction allows to haye 
access and to exchange one out of several cavities 
",hleh share a common vacuum system. 

The price of a superconducting RF-module might 
\'ary "it.h design and number of modules. The following 
data are based on the 500 NHz HERA design. Fil'(. ,j 

shoh's t,he relative cost distribution of the major 
components. The absolute costs are around ,.00 TDN 
per 1 m active structure. It should be pointoo out 
that this number does not include costs for 
- LHe production and distribution 
- high power RF production and distribution 
- interlock and controls 
- assembly of the cavi t,ies in the cryostat 
- cryugenic measurements 
- repair cycles. 

0/0 

40 
r-

30 

r-
r-20 

-

1 2 3 4EJ 
10 

Fic(. 4: Rplativf" cost 
dis t r i but ion 
(]: C'J'yost.'1t, 
2: ('H\ity, 
3: ('Dupler', 

t unprs 

I: \ll-rnatprial 
:i: 1 ,umps. 

\r;t lvt's .. ) 

Niobium sheet material is used for most Ix~rts uf 11 

resonator. It, can be delivered "lith high sur'face finish 
but a careful inspection (b~' eye, rust test" ul tr'a
sonic, oxydat,jon) before and after t.he fabr icat ion 
st.eps is still nec'<1ed. '1aV,rial ,.;ith hil'(h thf'l'ITlal 
conductivity is preferred because it st.abiJizps quen<'ll 
centres. On thf' other hand the purification process 
needed 10Hers mechanical properties (yield streng:thl 
alld '11so leads to higher HF losses. This is "spec1:111y 
true for cad ties h'hich ha\'C' been puri fied aft<-T 
fabricRtion by a heal treat,ment. Hecpntly sheet 
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m:lterial "i th high thermal conductivity and still high 
\ ield stren~Lh ~ 100 N/IlliIl· is available. Here the 
In<:rease of' the RF losses is less pronounced and is 
(~xpJaLned by a t,hin uppermost layer of redu~ed thennal 
conductiviLy. 

ell-cavi ties "i Lh a sputLered Nb surface have been 
Lntensivelv inn,sLigated [18J. Single cell cavities 
shOl"ed fie'lds up to E(acc) = 15 l'1Vlm at RF losses 
Jess Lhan those of bulk Niobium. It is astonishing 
Lhat sputtered Nb-Cu cavities are insensitive to 
frozen in magnetic flux. But still difficulties have 
Lo be overcome concerning reproducibility, 
especial!) for multicell structures with input and 
output coupl e,r parts. 

A sUlllillary of beam tests up to the middle of 1987 
is gi,T'n in [19]. l'!eam,hi Ie several more tests have 
been carried out. 

In November 1987 a prototype module for HERA has 
bN'r. tested in PETRA [20 J. The two 500 MHz 'f-cell 
C[l,-i ties showed before and during the beam test 
values for E(acc) of 5.1 MV/m and ~.5 MV/m. The 
JOher value Has due to a quench at a bad weld which 
could not be repaired in time. The main purpose of 
Lhe pxperiment l.Jas to test the higher order mode 
C'uupJing scheme at single- and multibunch beam 
op'el'ation. The measured values agreed well Hi th the 
,,"pected data. 

In August 1987 and during spring 1988 a 4-cell 
cavit~· with 358 tv!Hz resonance frequency (LEP-design) 
',as operated in the SPS storage ring [21]. The 
ens L too Has equipped wi th Hct<! couplers according to 
t,he LEP ('ondi hans. In addition damping at the 
fundamental mooe frequency was foreseen to lower the 
"'" i t y impedance during lhe passage of the intense 
r-hullch of the> SPS. The purpose of the test was 

to test a fully equipped LEP-cavi ty for a long period 
unu('r operating conditions 

- til a"('r>lerate elect_rons and posiLrons and to study 
! hl' LEP injlc'ction 

- to study the beam cavity interaction. 
Up to nOH the cavity stayed cold in the SPS for 4000 h 
"ithout degredalion. Electrons were accelerated up 
t c; it rna" i mum va Ill€' of E (acc) = 7 MV 1m. 

10 Ea<c [MV/mJ 

9 
8 
7 

.to. 

6 "-

5 
.to. 

4 
3 
2 

.to. 

.to. 

Year 
II 1 1 1 1 I 1 I,. 
82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 

Fig.S: ,\ece I prating gradient_ messured in beam tests at 
( Tim ( PETHA , SPS ) , CORNELL (CESR) , DESY (PETRA) , 
1\:i1' 1 srllhe (PETRA) and KEK (Tristan AR) [19 J 

TRISTAN beam test 

Two 5-cell structures (508 l'IHz) in tHO individual 
horizontal cryostats have been tested in the 
accumulation ring of Tristan in October, November 1987 
and in March 1988 [22]. Accelerating gradients of 
E(acc) = 6.3 MV/m and 7.5 MV/m could be reached. H6 
kW of RF power was transferred to the beam through 
one input coupler and a maximum single bunch current 
of 69 rnA was stored. Meanwhile 16 5-cell cavities 
have been tested (see next chapter) and will be 
installed in the main ring TRISTAN during the summer 
1988. 

VI Recent Cavity Measurements 

KEK 5-cell cavities, 50QJ'1IJ~ 

16 5-cell cavities have been tested in a 
horizontal cryostat prior to installation in TRISTAN 
[22]. The results in Fig. 6 demonstrate the high 
level of industrial fabrication. Meanwhile the 16 
cavities have been installed in the tunnel and RF 
commissioning will start in November 1988. 
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/. /, 
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I 

8 10 12 
E",.,:ft1VlmJ 

Fli!:. G: Measured values of E(acc) of 5-cell 508 MHz 
cavities at KEh [22] (horizontal test prior 
to installation in TRISTAN 
r=::=I still going up by RF pro<:essHlg 
c;:::::=-J almost llpper limit) 

At OORNELL a series of single cell cavities has 
been tested to investigate the influence of chemical 
treatment versus heat treatment [23 J. The result is 
given in fig. 7 and shaHS average values of E(peak) 
for chemical and heat tTeat,ed cavit ies of 22 MV/m 
and 38 NV/m respectively after He processi llf'-. For 
comparison, the value of E(peak) has to be divided 
by a factor of 2.5 to get the equivalent number of 
E(:.tee) for this type of <:avity [231. 
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Fig. 7: tlesllJts of slngle cell measurements at 

CORNELL, 1. 5 GHz [~3 I. Dashed areas 
represent heat treated cav] ties. "pen areRS 
represent chemically treated c'fl\-itips. Thp 
val ues shown have been rpadlPd aft PI' 11,,
processing. AU_ eavi ties \-if'rp j imi t",J b\' 
f.ield emission. 
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Pair Test Measurements at CEBAF 

Four pairs of 2 x 5 cell cavities (1.5 GHz) have 
been tested in a vertical cryostat [24]. The 
measured values are given in fig. 8 and demonstrate 
that the specified value of 5 MV/m could be 
exceeded. Four cavities have been attached together 
in a horizontal cryostat. They have been measured at 
accelerating gradients of 6.7, 7.4 and 9.4 MV/m 
[24]. One cavity could not be excited to high fields 
due to a wrong coupling. 

Eacc [MV/ml 

10 

5 

A B c o 

Fig. 8: Result of pair 
test measure
ments (2 x 5 
cells ) at CEBAF, 
1.5 GHz (vertical 
test) [24] 

DESY I-cell cavity, 500 MHz, pipe cooled 

At DESY a second cavity, fabricated by explosively 
bonded Nb-Cu and cooled by pipes has been measured (see 
Fig. 9) (25). After He-processing E(acc) = 9 MV/m 
and a Q-value (low field) of 2.7 x 109 could be 
reached. An increasing degradation of Qo with 
increasing number of quenches has been observed (worst 
case down to Qo = 6 x 10"). A warm up above Tc restored 
the original data. This phenomenon has also been 
observed with other composite materials (Nb-Pb [26], 
Nb3Sn [27] and is believed to be caused by frozen in 
flux due to quench induced thermocurrents. 
Investigations are started to better understand and 
reduce this effect. 

Fig. 9: I-cell 500 MHz cavity. This cavity is 
fabricated by explosively bonded Nb and OJ 
and is cooled by pipes [25] 

VII Field Emission 

At surface electric fields above 20 MV/m field 
emission is the dominant limiting effect. The onset 
of field emission might start below E(peak) ~ 10 
~W/m depending on preparation or complexity of 
cavi ty surface. Experiments with dc-field emission 
of I\'b-surfaces shoHed [28] that geometric 
protrusions are not the origin of fi eld emission 
curt'ents, The number and intensity of field emitters 
,-ary with heat, treatment history [28]. Field 
pmit1.ers in cavities have been traced with 
temperature maps. In a recent. experiment. [23] 
condensed gases are made r esponsible for some field 
emiss ion effect.s, So far field emission in cavit.ies 
is not cl<'8.r-ly understood and more investigation is 
needed t .o push cavi t i es nearer to t,he the rmodynamic 
poss i hIe 1 imi t. 

VIII Conclusion 

From the above information the following 
conclusions can be drawn: 

Iowa structures operate in five heavy ion 
linacs without problems. Gradients around 3 
MV /m are achieved with Nb and Cu-Pb 
resonators 
a = 1 structures are developed for e- linacs or 
storage rings. After prototype work the 
production or installation of acceleration 
units is on the way at different 
laboratories 
increased thermal conductivity of Nb and 
industrial fabrication techniques improved the 
performance of Nb cavities. The following 
accelerating gradients can be reached: 

E(acc) ~ 20 MV/m, single cells, best values 
~ 10 MV/m, equipped structures 
~ 6-7 MV/m, result of beam tests 

best cavities are limited by field-emission. 
He-processing and/or heat treatment are adopted 
methods to increase this barrier. A radical 
remedy as well as a clear understanding of the 
field emission process are still open. 
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